
 
 

September 9, 2020 
 

 

Dear Mr/Ms _______________________ 

Greetings from Hospice Klang! We hope that you and your loved ones are doing well in these challenging 
times.  

In recent months, with the COVID pandemic, many aspects of our everyday lives have changed due to 
circumstances beyond our control. However, the needs of terminal cancer patients and their families 
remain as important as ever before, and cannot be forgotten.  Hospice Klang therefore remains strongly 
committed to maintaining our support for terminal cancer patients in our Klang community.   

As a past supporter of our work, we are writing today to thank you for your past contributions, both 
financial and non-financial.  Your help has enabled us to continue caring for our patients and their 
families and to ensure as little service disruption as possible. 

At any time, Hospice Klang cares for an average of 150 patients. During the first Phase of the Movement 
Control Order, our work was slightly affected due to the strict restrictions on travel/movement. 
However, we were able to continue with about 70% of our usual visits. With the relaxation of restrictions 
on movement, we are back to our normal service, carrying out 350-400 home visits every month. 

As you may know, to fund these and other our free services, we hold 2 annual fundraising events 
(Charity Golf and Charity Dinner) to raise awareness and money. Unfortunately, COVID restrictions 
mean that we will not able to hold either event this year to protect everyone’s health and safety.  In 
addition, both individuals and corporations have been hit badly by this crisis, making overall fundraising 
a challenge in the coming months. 

Hospice Klang needs you 

We would like to make an appeal to our friends and supporters, to please continue supporting us this 
year if this is possible. Your generous past donations have greatly helped Hospice Klang, and we are 
proud to have the ability to sustain and improve if entrusted with funding.   

We do understand that giving to any charity may be a challenge for the near future. For those of you 
who are able to give, we value any level of contribution - in light of the current challenges, your 
donations are even more meaningful to us and we will continue to strive to put these to the best 
possible use.   

For those for whom circumstances do not permit donations this year, we and the Klang people are still 
blessed to have you as a friend and benefactor in other ways. 

Thank You! 

Best Regards. 

 

 

(Dr Michael Yoong.  Chairman, Hospice Klang 
 
NOTE: If you to wish to make a donation: 
 

 Contact our office & speak to Mdm Tan Guat Hong 

(Tel: 03-33184774, 012-6223073  Fax: 03-33194664 

OR 

 Use Our Donation Form attached 

Make a DIFFERENCE, Make a DONATION! Help us to Bring Back Smiles!                                                        



Make a Difference, Make a Donation! 

You can help ease the pain & suffering  

of patients stricken with  cancer & .. 

Help Bring Back Smiles 

The True Meaning of Life is to plant trees, 

under whose shades you do not expect to sit. 


